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About This Game

Rebuild the devastated islands as you take control of the Rescue Team in this fantastic Time Management game! After a
terrifying tornado leaves storms through the islands, it's up to the Rescue Team to save the day and save lives. Use strategy to
figure out the quickest way to complete your goals, and then race against the clock to remove debris, repair bridges, put out

fires, and protect the civilians in Rescue Team 2!

Protect the civilians!

Race against the clock!

Rebuild the devastated islands!
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Title: Rescue Team 2
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Alawar Entertainment
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Video 64 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 40 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Swedish
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4 things to review in each character pack. Gun, melee, perk deck, and the character.

First off, melee: It has cloned stats from the katana if I remember correctly. I'll be sticking with the katana for now, because the
chainsaw feels a tiny bit slower, but I can't really tell for sure. Still fun to use if you're like me and use what's fun rather than
what's practical every now and then.

Character: The model is pretty good, and they tweaked the suit to look like something Tony would wear. You can tell the face is
supposed to be Al as Tony, but they probably couldn't get the rights to exactly copy his likeness, which is understandable. The
voice actor does a kickass job, and a few lines from the movie were used in the game, a few of which you can hear in the
safehouse.

Perk Deck: While the concept is great, I unfortunately haven't gotten the hang of using it. What I can say though, is that unlike
other perk decks, this one activates whenever the player chooses. There is probably an in depth guide\/explanation of the perk
deck somewhere on steam, so if you're thinking to buy specifically for the deck, search the forums. paydaytheheist reddit might
have something like that too.

Gun: This is probably my favorite part of the DLC. It's rare that my number one favorite part of a character pack is the gun. I
use Jacket's Piece on almost every heist, but Jacket is still the main reason I love that pack. The Little Friend is amazingly fun
and very satisfying to use. It the launcher on the bottom of the barrel blows away shields and other non-dozer enemies nicely.
The rifle has a really low ammo pool, (2 mags at full ammo, plus 3 grenades.) but deals pretty good damage if you use it well. I
mostly use it on semi auto to save ammo, but doing that won't lower your kill count.. edit1:
still need to test the game, because the standard controls caused me to disrecommend this game;
but fast support from dev to change the controls.

edit 2:
Does what it should.. Another Waterlily game, more of the same licence-maiming and repeated puzzles.
The interface and gameplay are the same as Hound of the Baskervilles, and the voice acting is similarly crummy. Mina Harker is
American (for some reason), and Dracula manages to sound both overplayed and robotic.
The story is some nebulous guff about the Queen of Vampires and her implausible minions covering the world in red goo, with
an extra chapter about Pluto being the father of all evil.

Hold up a crucifix to this game, and walk away.. A really interesting horror experience. It manages to create a genuinely tense
atmosphere despite the fact that, as far as I know, the old woman can't really get you except when it advances the plot.
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I definitely recommend the game for fans of walking simulators and atmospheric horror, though with the caveat that the game is
awfully short.. O-Kay! So another block-building game into my collection. What does this one offer that others do not? Well,
story, or rather it doesn't really have one of those. Autocraft is primarily a Sandbox (which is nice!) that has levels where you
must get your little generic spaceperson to the goal. You can drive him there, fly via boosters, rockets, props and wings..
whatever floats your spaceboat! It's comparable to.. Beseige in that sense.

Sandbox mode has 4 'worlds' but everyone uses the green mountains. Not only are they attractive, but also varied in obstacles,
and, if you choose either 'Deep Space' or the mega-course-whatever-it's-called, you're inventory screen will be MESSED UP...
So build something nice in the mountains, then load it into Deep Space just for flying around :).

I enjoy simple block-buildiers in that I can build a vehicle in a few minutes then tune as I go, rather than spend an hour just to
make one thing, so AC has been on my list for a while. It's not that polished-looking one, or the army-knife of block builders,
but for $7.00 or so it can be part of the pile... collection :).. This game was some high quality experience. Probably the best of
all telltale games.

+Incredibly good written dialogs and scenario.
+Some parts of the story are so damn fun that i usually ended up crying of laughter.
+How it continues after Borderlands 2 is enough to be called a pro.
+The main characters are so well done.

simply beautiful.. Would be a cool outfit if it didn't have the huge shinobi striker logo. Kind of ruins it.
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This is more of an interactive book than a game. If you want to help a kid get into reading, this is definitely worth a try. If,
however, you are looking for an adventure game I would not recommend it.. Well done game.
It's a shame that story 3 is cancelled.. I've been playing it since before it went to steam, and it's still fun even if it's a bit old.

Cons:
--Old game.
--Somewhat grindy as it takes a while before you get powered up.

Pros:
---Essentially, I love collecting all the characters (it's really tough for most of them, but worth it).
---Three-character system is different from the "you only get to use one character" MMOs.
---You can set it to fight automatically and AFK.. sand box pay to play. Very good game for $2.50. I enough it so far and like
the retro style of RTS. Mainly playing this to past the time and for Dead State to finish up. I like RTS games and the old school
style. I sometimes forgot how good graphics look like because I keep playing old style games. :D Overall, this game is fun and
good. Kind of linear map wise, but overall fun. Also for kids that don't know how to read or don't read at all. It's not a game for
you.. Good videos as usual, I use Blender and can follow along with no problems at all. Still learning Substance Painter so this is
really helpful for that part.. Cheesy. Lemmings and Tetris blocks. Good introduction into the game. Puzzles are nice (until
now).. bad controls, no controller support, repetative. got this game for 10 cents, but its honestly not even worth those 10 cents..
Damn this was a good game! I just finished it, and it is on the short and simple side, but excellent with only a few flaws. I
bought it for like 2 dollars on a whim, but I would have payed full price for it. It is worth it, when you think about all the work
the devs did with all the art. The art is gorgeous, the portraits are great, with every NPC getting a unique one. The atmosphere
and writing are great and transports you to this bleak frozen world. The music was... okay? Could have been better. The combat
is interesting, it reminds me of card hunter, where equipping better weapons gives you better "cards" to use. The difficulty at
survivor mode was just right. I'd have liked it more if it were more complex, more weapons and armor, more skills, more NPC
interaction. I think I'm just being greedy. I also wished there had been more interaction with your party. There was the basic
"tell me about your past" but I wish there had been a developed relationship system, if they liked you more they got a buff
during combat, stuff like that. I also wouldn't have minded choosing a lover ;) TJ or Fang or even Jerome, who ALL THE TIME
is talking about how old he is, but his portrait looks like he's 40.. The community is about 15 collective racists and bullies that
spew profanities and racist slurs throughout the matches. There are no filters and no bans for racism or hacking. The game is
unpoliced garbage and the only solace is that it was only 2 quarters. 1\/10 would not recommend until the racism and disgusting
playerbase is cleaned up.
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